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Abstract
In the tradition of lexicography Nighantu is the earliest linguistic evidence. Yaska has made an analysis
of this text in his Nirukta during 6th or 7th century B.C. If compared with old Nighantu, Nirukta is more
popular and scientific. Yaska has given examples of his selection of words from the four Vedic texts.
Main focal points of this paper is to trace the purpose of Nirukta, why the mantra has been exemplified
and whether the purpose has been satisfied or not and whether this explanation made by Yaska have any
impact on the subsequent tradition of Vedic interpretation or not. Here in this paper a mantra has been
collected and exemplified in Nirukta from the Yajurveda specifically Suklayajurveda Madhyandina
tradition.
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Introduction
From his scientific point of view, Yaska has exemplified many of the Vedic complex words in
his Nirukta. During analysis of the Vedic words Yaska has referred many contextual evidences
or examples from the Madhyandina tradition of Suklayajurveda. There are also tremendous
differences between Yaska and commentators of Suklayajurveda. Uvata, Mahidhara,
Dayananda Saraswati, Durgacharya are remarkable among these ancient and modern
commentators. For clear understanding of the facts we can go through the interpretations of a
mantra comes under Yajurveda which has been explained in Nirukta–
(Nirukta- iv/iii)- “HeeMJe&le: ÞeesefCele: efMeleecele:” (Suklayajurveda-21.43)
This part of the mantra has quoted here during analysis of the word ‘efMeleece’. This mantra (part)
has been collected from Nirukta’s third pada of fourth chapter. During analysis of this word
the commentators of Suklayajurveda (21.43) have expressed their opinions.
“neslee ³e#eoeféeveew íeiem³e nefJe<e DeeÊeeceÐe ceO³elees ceso GÓ=leb Hegje Üs<eesY³e: Hegje Heew©<es³³ee ie=Yees Iemleeb vetveb Ieemes DeýeeCeeb

³eJemeÒeLeceeveeb megceled#ejeCeeb Mele©efê³eeCeeceeqive<JeeÊeeveebHe HeerJeesHeJemeveeveeb
Glmeeoleesç²eo²eoJeÊeeveeb keÀjle SJeeeféevee peg<esleeb nefJenexle³e&pe~”:(YV-21.43)

Heeée&le:

ÞeesefCele:

efMeleecele:

Meaning of the mantra- “Let the Hotar worship the Asvins. Let them eat of the he goat, the
sacrifice. Let them today eat the fat, taken from the middle, before those who hate us, before
human handling. Yea, let them eat amid the fodder of fields fresh with moisture,with their
expense of berley,limbs of those tasted by Agni, belonging to the Hundred Rudras, portions
covered with fat,from the sides, from the thighs, from the fore-feet from the chine.From every
member of the divided victims these two make their repast. Thus let the Asvins accept.Hotar,
offer the sacrificial oblation.” (The White Yajurveda, Ralph T. H. Griffith)

Heo®íso:- HeeMJe&le:~ ÞeesefCele:~ efMeleecele:~(YV-21.43)
Words of
the Quoted
Mantra
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Uvata as
interpreted
the Mantra

Mahidhara as
interpreted the
Mantra

Durgacharya
as interpreted
the Mantra

Dayananda as
interpreted the
Mantra

He=ÿle:

He=ÿle:

He=ÿle:

GYe³ele:

ÞeesefCele:

Yaska as
interpreted
the Mantra
He=ÿb mHe=Meles:
mebmHe=<ìce²w:
®eueleerye ie®íle:

keÀefìÒeosMeeled

ie®íle:

keÀefìÒeosMeeled

efMeleecele:

oes: efMeleece YeJeefle

³eke=Àled ³eesefveyee&

yeengÒeosMeeled

yeengÒeosMeeled

keÀefìÒeosMeeled
efMelemleer#Ce DeeceesçHeefjHekkebÀ
³eeqmcebmleceeled

HeeMJe&le:
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During analysis of the word ‘efMeleece’ Yaska said that “oes:
efMeleece YeJeefle”. According to him‘efMeleece’ means “Arm”.
“Debmes DeeefÞele: (yeeng:)> efÞele: > efMeleece >efMeleecele:”.The arm is
connected to the shoulder or the arm is sheltered on the
shoulder. It can be interpreted as
(keÀ) oes: efMeleece: YeJeefle (De²s)
(Ke) oes: efMeleece: YeJeefle (Debmes)

Nirukta- (6th/7th century B.C.) Suggested- efMeleece means Heeo:
(Leg).
Uvata- (10th century B.C) - Suggested- efMeleece means ³eke=Àled
(Liver) or
³eesefve: (Vagina).
Mahidhara-(11 th century B.C)- Suggested- efMeleece means yeeng:
(Arm).
Durgacharya- (15th century A.D)- Suggested- efMeleece means
yeeng:( Arm).
Dayananda- (18th century A.D)- Suggested- efMeleece means ceso:
(Fat)(possibly vegetable fat?).

The word oes:(oesme:) derived from the root êg [êg +êesefme] (GCeeefo
2.69)~ ‘oesêyeles’ means “by which anyone goes”. Usually
animals go by foot. Therefore the word efMeleece can mean “by
the foot”. According to Skandaswami –‘HeeoeY³eeefceJe JeengY³eeceefHe
HeMegie&®íefle’ means, the animal goes by the arm like a foot.
Therefore the word efMeleece means “by the arm”. Durgacharya

Conclusion
From the historical study of the meaning of the word, it is
evident that in course of time the meaning of the word attracts
more analysis.
From the above discussion, it can be said that various
commentators tried to analyze the meaning of the
word‘efMeleece’ from different perspectives. While
analyzing the meaning they deviated one from another. There
are two types of body parts of the animal. The outer part and
the interior part. Two external body parts are also mentioned
in this mantra. Those are -‘HeeMJe&le:’ (back side) and ‘ÞeesefCele:’

said in support of this opinion “lem³e efn ÒeeCesve (Jeengyeuesve)
HeMegê&yeefle”. Mahidhara has said that “efMeleecele: JeengÒeosMeeled” means
“From the arm”. In this context Yaska highlighted the view of
MeekeÀHetefCe. According to MeekeÀHetefCe- “efMeleece ³eesefve:” (Nir-4.3), which
means “Vagina”. Because “efJeef<ele: YeJeefle” the vagina can be
contracted or shrunk.
efJe-ef<e*d(JevOeves)ö efJeef<ele:> efMeleecele:~
There is sound similarity between the words efJeef<ele: and efMeleecele:.
Yaska has also highlighted the opinion of lewefìefkeÀ(Nir-4.3) ~.

(waist). The word efMeleecele: is located along with these two
outer parts. So the meaning of the word efMeleece has more
significance to the meaning that is leg or the arm. These
meanings are more acceptable than the others. From the
meaning of whole mantra it is more evident that efMeleecele:or
efMeleece is synonym to nmle or Heeo ~

According to lewefìefkeÀ- “M³eece > M³eecele:> efMeleecele:> ³eke=ÀÊe:~”. The
liver is vert(greeny) in colour. Therefore ‘efMeleecele:’ means –‘
From the liver’. The word ‘M³ee³eles’ is derived from the root
M³ee (to cut). “³eke=Àled ³eLee leLee ®e ke=Àl³eles “.the liver can be cut in
different ways. Therefore the word ‘ef Meleece’ means ‘the
liver’. Uvata has said in support of this opinion-‘ efMeleece ³eke=Àled
³eesefveyee&’~ According to ieeueye:- “efMeefleceebmele:> ef Meleecele:
(efMeefleceebmele: ceso: )”, means “Fat”. ‘efMeefle M³eles’.The root Mees
means ‘white’. efMe_ed +efÊeÀved (levegkeÀjCeeLe&keÀ). The fat is white and it
is the cause of body building. Therefore the word‘efMeleece’
means Fat. Dayananda has said that “efMele leer#Ce, Deece
DeHeefjHekekeÀced DeVeced.” Fat does not digest well and it enhances
the body’s brightness. Therefore efMeleecele: (efMele Deecele:) means
Fat (Vegetable fat).
From the above discussion we can trace alternatives like –
Heeo: (Leg) yeeng: (Arm) ³eesefve: (Vagina) ³eke=Àled (Liver) ceso:
(Fat). efMele Deecele (veg. fat).
outer parts of the animal
body
ÞeesefCele: (ÞeesefCe) (waist)

Interior parts of the animal
body
³eesefve: (Vagina)

HeeMJe&le: (HeeMJe)& (Back )
Heeo: (Leg)
yeeng: (Arm)

³eke=Àled (Liver)

Research Methodology

At the beginning of this discussion, a concrete data base
has been depicted. This paper has accumulated comments
made by different commentators from all other sources.
This paper has primarily given more importance to the
explanation made by Yaska in his Nirukta. At the time of
analysis of each and every word of the mantra, special
attention has been given to all sources available to me.
 While explaining the mantra of this paper special care has
been taken to highlight the explanations made by each
and every commentator of Madhyandin Samhita of
Yajurveda.This thesis has examined each and every
mantra, taken as examples from Yajurveda in Nirukta and
tried to establish a connection between the ancient and
contemporary interpreters and analyzed their thought
process.
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ceso: ( Fat)

Sakapuni - (Prior to Yaska)-Suggested- efMeleece means ³eesefve:
(Vagina).
Tautiki - (Prior to Yaska)-Suggested- efMeleece means ³eke=Àled
(Liver).
Galaba - (Prior to Yaska)-Suggested - efMeleece means ceso: (Fat).
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